
AV Oswald, the Communist Spdy, and Mailer's "logic" 

Having portrayed Marina as a whore when he knew that was a lie, and as we see 

soon, portraying Osuald as a homosexual with no basis for that at all, the Mailer 

defamation factory also peptmays Oswald as a Communist spy iQ we also see later, 

“eiler also portrays Oswald as an anti-Communist SPY working for the CIA through 
Max 

his imagined “handler" George de ‘ghrenschildt. ¥E-does not i Osuald as a dauble 

M 
4 % agent. Merely as woking both sides at different times in his imagined career. - a



a 

    

insert on spying<in Yaopn_Japan: . / 

when it comes to being an authority on spies and spying, on intelli@gence aut) 
we lig cxnee ph — 

AG what intelligence target really #6 iS, move over Ian Fleming’ a=? and make 

£L 
room for the new Numbr One, Norman Mailer. V1 

gut Mads 
James ? Who is he? He is nobody compared toc“ee Hervey Oswald. 

The real Lee Harvey Oswald of Nailer's "biography" of him, 

Norman Mailer, who has those unique qualifications for real expertise, his 

(Wap novel Herlot's Ghost. 

You ce that agxm@kx novel and Mailer's determination to investigate and expose 

the CIA- the novel he apologized to the CIA for, tog 500 of its top headquarters 

executives who gathererd to hear him bgzxumx almost 20 years before he woote Mailer's 

Hales, of which another follows. he novel he acknowledged was simply terrible and 
te C4 

ignorant at that. ‘the one thak led him to promise (to do better. 

W Wate, 
hile this is not the sequelt he promised\that - top CIA people it is Mailer's 

q s 

next work dealing with intelligence. A an 4 humay Jap 4 el, 

fas we saw, the newspaper secunts do not include the statitistics on the 

nusber of those top C1A people who suffered split sidesatter hearing Mailer but, as — end 

246 4 {> \ 

“ailer ni ppoelt would put it, indeed, did put it often, "It can be safely \Ssumed « 

that sitting and listening to him must have caused many of them to split their sides 

Ir 
in theihind of reaction that it is said, causes sides to split. Fortunately for them 

and the, occupational hazard they. then xmat were subjected to, they did not face the 
Pau nt ing» | 
gdcitional’g hazard that follows. 

\, 

aX



Mailer, taking his lead from Epstein, portrays Oswald as a Communist spy 

when he was in Napan and stationed at the United States Pxtsugi air base not far from 

+ okyoe Th aeuurelichiue this Mailer beins begins with the conjectures of a couple of 

Vomuission lawyers to Which Spstein adds his own equally besetess—eone 
Mar 4x 1 

* _ . * : to - s + ee - f \ with his superior intelligence or, aigh that these nooner conjectures> are\"pdssi- 
uD ‘ A 

      

conjectudes send 

= do Als ony rama Mdew J (Rand, “ytd neh. hag Ls 
bilities" he undexd cinders tands other go not) aré “probabilities. ga 

(pages 388-90) 

s 

if instead of being a mere /farine mailér had been in intelligence in Europe 
ohh 8 2 

in World War IT history wight have been different. 

If he had been listened tp. 

He could see so much that was not there to be fsecn! dh jd 
o) 

And he could find so much that did not exist to prove what he Could seek 

Mailer gets into this on page 388. He lays it all out inexkkexxike 

in a mere four pages. This follows Mailer's second-hand and more remote account of 

Oswald's bitémoss on finally getting out of the vrie. Nailer begins it this way, 

with no introduction or explanation: 

4 = — . + ° \ . . . 
< Epstein: Two lawyers for the Warren Comiission, W. David 

/ k Slawson and William ‘T. Coleman, Jr., eageees! in a report 
) which was released under the Freedom of Information Act: 

vil that “... there is a possibility that Oswald came into contact 
with Communist agents at that time, i.e., during his tour of 214 

duty in the Philippines, Japan, and possibly Formosa. Japan,  —~ C.~ Q e ‘5 
especially because the Communist Party was open and active 
there, would seem a likely spot for a contact to have be 

made. ... Whether such contacts, if they occurred, amounted 

to anything more than some older Communist advising 

Oswald, who was then cighteen or nineteen years old, to go to 

  

Russia and see the Communist world is unclear.” The Warren 
~y . ‘ . . ee . ~ . 4 22 

Commission did not, however, pursue this in its final report. 

It may not be unfair to say that what the Warren Commission 

lawyers call a possibility is a probability. It-certainly explains a 

good deal about Oswald’s actions then and later, 

Let us begin by noting that Oswald had learned to use a 35 mm 
camera, an Imperial Reflex, and was seen taking many a photo- 

graph of objects and buildings on the Atsugi base, including the  



| radar antennae with which he worked. 

Lpstein: He frequently went to Tokyo or otherwise disap- 

peared on his passes. One of Oswald’s Marine friends recalls 

meeting him at a house in Tamato with a woman who was 

working there as a housekeeper for a naval officer. He was 
impressed at the time that Oswald had found a girlfriend who 
was nota bar girl or prostitute. In the house was also a hand- 

some young Japanese man for whom Oswald had apparently 
bought a T-shirt from the PX on base. While the girls cooked 
sukiyaki on a hibachi grill, the men talked, but the Marine 
was unable to understand exactly what Oswald’s relation was 
to the group.” 

So far, itis a small matter. He takes photographs on base, and 
could be sharing a ménage-a-trois with a Japanese man: and 

woman. He states to Joseph Macedo that he doesn’t care to return 

to the United States. He will never forgive the Marine Corps for 

what those four weeks in the brig have done to his pride. On such 

a flimsy note, we can hardly bring in a case against him, merely a 
suspicion, 

He forms, however, one relation that is virtually without expla- 

nation unless it isa quid pro quo between Oswald and a beautiful 
Japanese woman who is working at one of the best and most 
expensive nightclubs in Tokyo, the Queen Bee. Any hostess one 

chose for a night would cost more than Oswald could earn in a 
month. The Queen Bee was for officers, not enlisted men. Yet 

Oswald was seen going out with her often: —euad 

Epstein: “He was really crazy about her,” observed [a Marine 
named] Stout, who met the woman with Oswald on several 

occasions in local bars around the base. Other Marines, less 

friendly to Oswald ... were astonished that someone of her 

“class” would go out with Oswald at all.”! 

That the Queen Bee and similar places were marketplaces for 
the pursuit and purchase of pieces of military information seems 
to have been taken for granted. Epstein offers Marine Lieutenant 
Charles Rhodes, who 

recalls an incident at Atsugi when a girl he was friendly with 
informed him that she was sorry to hear that he was going on 

maneuvers to Formosa. Rhodes, an officer assigned to MACS-1 

as an air controller, told her that she was misinformed—that 

there were no plans for the unit to go to Formosa. Ten days 

later Rhodes was officially informed of the maneuver.” 

MACS-1 was indeed dispatched to Formosa in order to provide 
radar surveillance. The U.S. military expected a possible invasion 
of Taiwan and/or a serious naval battle with the Chinese Com- 

munists. 

pwtsMpval” 

4 <2



_— Once installed in their radar bubble on Formosa, however, the 

— | officers in command of Oswald’s outfit discovered that their most 

crucial signals—the ones by which planes flying by could identify - \ 

themselves as friendly—appeared to have been compromised: 
i } 

\ | Epstein: The Communist Chinese seemed to know all the 

| : NA code signals, which, on one occasion, allowed them to pene- 

  

trate air defenses and appear on the radar screens as “friends” 

rather than “foes.” ... [Lieutenant Rhodes] vividly recalls the 

Communist Chinese jets “breezing right through the IFF sys- 

tem.” Someone with access to the [codes] ... had apparently 

passed them along to the enemy. “We never knew how they 

got their planes through,” Rhodes observed, “but they all had 

the signals... we really caught hell about that.” . . 
One night, soon after they had arrived, Oswald was on 

guard duty at about midnight when Rhodes... suddenly 
heard “four or five” shots from the position Oswald was 

guarding. Drawing his .45 caliber pistol, he ran toward the 
clump of trees from which the gunfire emanated. There he 

found Oswald slumped against a tree, holding his M-1 rifle 
across his lap. “When I got to him, he was shaking and cry- 
ing,” Rhodes later recounted. “He said he had seen men in —

—
 

shooting. .. .” Rhodes put his arm around Oswald’s shoulder 
and slowly walked him back to his tent. “He kept saying he 
just couldn't bear being on guard duty.” . . 27 

Rhodes reported the incident to his commanding officer, 
and almost immediately after that, on October 6, Oswald was 
returned to Japan on a military plane... Rhodes believed 
then, as he does today, that Oswald planned the shooting 
incident as a ploy to get himself sent back to Japan. “Oswald 
liked Japan and wanted to stay. ... 1 know he didn’t want to 
go to Formosa and I think he fired off his gun to get out of 
there. ... There was nothing dumb about Oswald.”*% 

| 

| the woods and that he challenged them and then started 

It could have been calculated; it could have been honest panic. 
| If he was giving or selling secrets to Japanese Communists, he 

might have been full of the fear of being found out. On guard 
duty in the dark in a strange land, itwould not take a great deal of 
imagination to begin to feel that retribution was stealing up on 
him for his misdeeds. 

Returned to Atsugi, with his outfit still in Taiwan, Oswald was 
soon transferred hundreds of miles south to an airbase at Iwakuni. 

Epstein: Owen Dejanovich, a tall, lanky native of Chicago 
who went on to play professional football, immediately rec- 
ognized Oswald... as someone he had gone to radar school 
with at Keesler Air Base and tried to renew the acquaintance- 
ship. He quickly found that Oswald had grown enormously 
bitter since he had last known him. 

“He kept referring to the Marines at the center as ‘You 

2A 30 \



| Americans,’ as if he were some sort of foreigner simply 

observing what we were doing,” says Dejanovich. His tone was 
definitely accusatory. He spoke in slogans about “American 
imperialism” and “exploitation” . . .*° 

| As Oswald would remark to reporters in Moscow in the fall of 
1959, he had by October of 1958 decided to defect and become a 

| citizen of the Soviet Union. 
| Of course, it is not quite so pat as that. Stationed in California 
\ for much of the intervening time, he would also think of going to 

  

Cuba and becoming one of Castro’s lieutenants. 

This may seem to some to be a rather lengthy direct quotation of Mailer and of 

“pi ler quoting Epstein and I would not deny such a complifnt. However, Nailer's ase 

wh : te 3 . tu 8 = ewd* 
that Oswaldas a Communist spy in Yapan, what herefers to over and over again in what Zoe 

follows as the actuality, =A is, I believe, worthy of quoting in full and giving it 

close attentions. Then, too, it is an important part of Muller's Wosraphy of Oswald that 

he says establishes Oswald's guilt as the President's assassin, Mailer's substitution 

for the evidence he finds "impenetrable." 

and, of course, there is always the matter of fairness, here fairness to “ailer 

himself. We ought not triple-dot him, a~technique to which in time we “pd BC. 

Mnerefor the foregoing quotes him in full and unedited for the pages cited, 

388-91 « 

F if those who may have forgotten by now, this is from Mailer's Volume Two, 

Part ieNGarly years, Soldier ¥ears." ("Soldier" is a nice Mailer touch but Oswald addy 

was a erine,) The chapter is tUooge iinds," the sixth chapter in this “Part, Nailer's 

source notes begin with 22, His last is 29. ds Mailer states on age xxvii, all 

eight source fictations are to Epstein’ g Legend.For those of small mind who characterized 

Mailer's Mailer's Tales as no more than a cyjt-and-paste job, it is clear in this full 

e (uotation of these pages that some of it does originate with Nailer. That part is the 

busi real poop abcut spool, about Oswald as a Comsinear spy when he was in Yapane 

In this sense it can be referred to fas the real poop-poop. If as I think id fair we 

regard. this‘ “oiler's accrediting himself as the superior of Ian Fleming, then it can 

be properly regurd as the real poop-poop=poop- triple poope As the triple poop it is 

it we Weal Warrants close attention and examination because of its many inportances.
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Mr. H1senpera. But at any rate if it wags not made directly it was made in- directly? The only process that could haye intervened was a rephotographing of the photograph and making a negative and then a new print? 
Mr. SHaNeyretr. That is correct, 
Mr. Eisenpera, Mr. Shaneyfelt, I now hand you an Imperial Reflex Duo Lens 

camera. Let me state for the record, that this camera was turned over to 
the FBI by Robert Oswald, the brother of Lee Harvey Oswald, on February 24, 
1964. 

Robert Oswald identified the camera ag having belonged to Lee Oswald and 
stated that he, Robert, had obtained it from the Paine residence in December 
1963, several weeks after the assassination. 

On February 25, 1964, Marina was given the camera and she identified 
it as the one which she had used to take the pictures 183A and 183B. 

Mr. Shaneyfelt, are you familiar with thig camera? 
Mr. SHaneyrer, Yes; I am. 
Mr. H1sensera. Mr. Chairman, may I have this admitted as 750? 
Mr. McCoy. It may be admitted, 
(Commission Mxhibit No. 750 was marked and received in evidence.) 
Mr. Ersenbera. When did you receive the camera, Mr. Shaneyfelt? 
Mr. SHANEYFELT. It was—I can’t pinpoint the date exactly, I don’t have the 

notes here for that. It was, I would say, the latter part of February, not too 
long after it had been recovered on Februa ry 24, 

Mr. E1senzera. Was it in working order when you received it? 
Mr, SHANeEyretr. No; it had been slightly damaged. 
Mr. Hisensera. Could you explain that? 
Mr, SHANEYFELT. In order to be able to make a photograph with the camera, 

I had to make slight repairs to the shutter lever, which had been bent, I 
straightened it and cleaned the lens in order to remove the dirt which had 
accumulated. These were the only things that had to be done before it was 
usable to make pictures with it. 

Mr. Eisensera. Did you clean the inside or the outside of the lens? 
Mr. SuaNryrent. The outside of the lens. 
Mr. Wisensera, And the shutter leyer you are referring to is the little red- 

tipped lever protruding at the outside of the camera? 
Mr. SHaneryrerr, That is correct, 
Mr. isenserc. What did you do with it exactly? 
Mr. SHANEYVELT. I bent it out straight. It was bent over. 
Mr. H1senserc. Could a layman have performed these repairs? 
Mr. SHANEYFELT. Yes; he could have. 
Mr. isenserc. How would you characterize this camera in terms of expense, 

Mr. Shaneyfelt ? 
Mr. SHANEYFELT. It is a relatively inexpensive camera. It is what we refer to as a fixed-focus box-type camera, A simple box-type camera with a simple 

one-shutter speed and no focusing ability, fixed focus. 
Mr. Bisensera. Do you know where the camera was made? 
Mr. SHANEYFEL’. It was made in the United States At the base of the 

camera it has the name Imperial Reflex, made in U.S.A., on the front, below 
the lens. 

Mr. E1senserc, Mr. Shaneyfelt, did you compare the negative, Exhibit 749, 
with the camera, Mxhibit 750, to determine whether the negative had been taken 
in that camera to the exclusion of all other cameras ? 

Mr, SHANEYFELT, Yes; I did, 
Mr. Wisensera, What conclusion did you come to? 
Mr. SHANEYFELT. I reached the conclusion that the negative, which is Com- 

mission Exhibit 749, was exposed in the camera, Commission Exhibit 750, and 
no other camera. 

Mr, Hisenpera., Can you explain how you were able to arrive at such a 
conclusion ? 

Mr. SHANEYFELT. Yes; I can. 
In order to make an examination of this type, it is necessary to make a nega- 

tive with the camera, using the camera, because the examination is based on 
the aperture at the back of the camera, at the film plane. 

284. 

  

Mr. Ersensera. Ha 

film plane? 
Mr. SHANEYFELT. Y 

I made so that it w 

removed to show the fi 

Mr. Misensere. Dit 

yourself, Mr. Shaneyfi 

Mr. SHANEYEFELT. II 

Mr. Ersenspera. Mar 

Mr. McCroy. It ma; 

(Commission Exhil 

Mr, Ersenspera. Wh 

Mr. SHANEYPELT. A 

Mr. Ersensera. No 

you explain it in a 1 

Mr. SHANEYFELT, | 

study of the negativ 

made of the edge of tk 

As the film is plac 

opened, light comes t 

edges. Where the fi’ 

and your result is a 

then, the edges of th 

of the edges of the ap 

Mr. Ersensera. Cc 

referring to as “thes 

opening at the plane ¢ 

Mr. SHANEYFELT. ! 

Representative For 

Mr. SHANEYFELT, ' 
tually every camera 

press-type camera V 

holder becomes the tl 

On any 35 mm. 01 

having an arrangeme 

area at the aperture 

Mr. Ersenpera. W 

every type of camera 

Mr. SHANEYFELT. 

film arrangement am 

Mr. Hisensbera. YC 

The CHAIRMAN. J 

over to the Court 

will you? 

Fine. I will be ba 

(At this point the 

Mr. Ersenpera. \ 

pears to be a negati 

748. Is it such a negi 

Mr. SHANEYFELT. 

was made. The ne 

mission Mxhibit No. 

Mr. Ersenpera. M 

Mr. McCroy. It 

exhibit was made? 

Mr. SHANEYFELT. 

(Commission ix 

Mr. McCioy. And 

Mr. SHANEYFELT. 

Representative 1 

among experts such   



Pr 

he firmghess of the S@in origin of the belief that Oswald was a vommunist 

spy when he was in the orient, as it is reflected in Nailer's condensation oi his 

A quotation of Epstein with which we begin, and it is really fostein's firmness adopted 

by Hailer, is indicated by these words in the one paragraph, in the order in which they 

appear in it: ens 30% 

Suggested; 

possibility 5 

possibly; and 

Like}y. 

As Mailer himself says over and over again, it would not be unfair to add "to 

have been/ made#-instead of "was made" for Oswald's alleged rying "contact" with the 

"Communist Pary Party." 

We do suffer a slight loss in “ailer's not telling us whether the “apanese 

Comunist Pary was at that £ ime time a ligned with that of the USSR or that of Japan, 

because they, those two other ¢Com., nist Larties, then detested each aother and te 

their feelings ps detestation were so great they did enaget in armed batides battles along 

their common border, a rather long one. Some of the battles were series in terms of the 

numbers involved and the resultant casualties. 

Perhaps, toh as firm as Mailer is, because there after Oswald went not to 

Japan but to the Soviet “nion, vee use “ailer says that Oswqld was advised to ako there 

by an older Japanese Comunist, the “aeJapanese fofrounist pParty was mitenod Sit the 

Soviets. But then again, perhapf it was not. If not, then there might be some question 

about the dependability of alleged sources 

ff Epstedry ee phinself 

In saying as he dves next that “Ct may not be unfair to say that what the 

(gerrren Vonmission Layers called ff a possibility, Yéhat Oswald was in contact with 

“Gommunist agents", is Mailer's way of saying it is os at all unfair because he next 

says that the possi bidity is a probability A But ag e begins with "may." 

Mailer next ers to Uswald having " Veena to use a 35mm camera, an 

Imperial Refles." Actually it was "an tnperial Reflex i' Duo Lens. (4H284). LANG 204



. 

With all due apologies to our maven 6f mavens Nowiagn “siler, ®& from the testimony of 

the # FBI's photographic expert tg the Commigs:ion, poyacad lL, Shaneyfelt, all the words 

in the onete Pane are sucker bait. 

- Ths 
+n know not from x examination o the camera but ot sepetives exposed in 

it that sofa not !a 35 mm camera. 

There was nothing at g11 {"imperial" about it. Nor’ we was it what is normally 

understood to be to be a ref le camera. but rather than set myself in opposition to 

Hailer, who knows so iuch abaut everything, ine |uding cameras spout Se writes with 

ree=e no conjecture}, no equivocations, and in the hope he wili nwt regard the FBI's 

photographic expert with the contempt he munifested for the psychiatric department at 

Parkland hHispital- remember, Mailer regard good ol' boy Sam Sallen as more of an 

expert in psychiatry - I cite FBI SPecial Agetn Lyndal L. Shaneyfelt's testimony on the 
— 

camer and on pictures taken with it. AG4Gy: 

"2. It is a relatively inexpensive camera. | 4y which he means cheap. |It is what 

__ 

Aaa we refer to as a fixed-focus boy-type camera.a siuple ee box—type canera with 

a simple one-shutter speed and no focusing ability, fixed focus." (4H284) 

this is not exactly the camera preferred by the Janos Bia sete In fact, it 

is the kind of camera £ had in the W920 fs Well, mine may have been a bit more adwanced. 

It has four £f tops changed by changing the size of the peep~hole. Shaneyfelt did not 

testify to that capabilityof this "Imperial" cameras 

in Bene ree ee the boushi(pe is the cheapest of all cameras and the one with 

least capability of any adjustmentfor different conditions and subjectse 
j 

4s I remember the size of the film that T did hold in y hand it without cuestion 

. ; OS 
was not 35 mm and i bbieve it was oft 127-size filn. cas o 3 

Still quoting Epstein Nailer thenssys that Oswald "was seen taking many 

  

photographs of objects and buildings on the Atuudgi base, incuding the ager antennae 

gith which he worked." 

The latter at feast introduces magic, if all of this quotation does not. With 

the entire lengthy paragraph attributed to Epstein it is not safe to assume that Epstein



had a £ ccs for all in thav pamg/frah or if, like Nailer, he as his own source. 

if Oswald was in faxt "seen taking photographs of objects and petdatnes on that 

Atsugi base," in thoze words to which Mailer is @0 partial judging from his dependence 

upon them in his book, "et seoms" very unlikely that ostiza was "seen" in any such 

endeavoy by the military police, They h:ve a well-cartea reputation for not approving 

pi baxvapht ng any parts of military installations, That may be a bit mean=-spitited of 

them but that is the way they are. 

“n referrin: to those "objects and buildings" all of which are in full oper 

view to all near then ard all flying over or around them and with the t’ échnology of 

that cra those flying over or around them at a considerable distance Epstein Mailer does 

not say that ony kind of secret.as involved. Or even could have beene 

there were always great nudoers of Japanes around that foase if not also 

a 

working on it and the Japanese were not in powrcctien, fixed-ocudshotagtanhy Among 

their many fdvance cameras, with which is so short a p riod they captures most of the 

gor,d-meket, was the traditional "spy"camera, that fab|aéa WM noxe They also had canecras 

that ciuld be iiidden on the body and unseen to those who looked at the on’ taking 

photographs. It therefore secms that no useful .»fpose wasferved by Oswald taking any 

pictures at all as faoart of his alles nodh spying for the unidentified Communists. 

3 | or oe - aa - 14 pxdects ny 8x 4 ena 
0, perhaps Mailer believed he would be botter off if he allowed the reader to 

—— 30 G 

supply what normally the @& writer/accuserg provides, a basis for believing what is 

wirtten anf about thé a accusation, which here is of spying. 

in this sintffe quoted Evstein Nailer Sentence what remains is wife maar 

antennae with which"Osvald"worked.' 

this, too, e@itvonts me with a credibility problem, will my fe rd be taken in 

oppsotions of Hailer's. After all, hé@did win those two Pulitzers, a real raritye And 
and respectful 

look at all those rave reviews and tic ovher, really extraordinaryattention Random House 

arranged for him and his book, And with all those people, reviewers and other experts, 

agrecing with Mailer, that good ol' boy San allen was a much more authentic and depend 

able expert on psychiatry that the staff of the psychiatric department of Dallas!



Parkland U@spital, which was also a teaching hospital, te=x teaching Texas' oncoming 

psychiatrists, how could { expect all those reviewers and oti( er experts to give much 

credence to a mere )PRixzubpratunyzitpnekaktcxgunt cusxanzenparZxonzpheLygxaphysxZNcEnxze7x    
juskzhappsnsy had    
votzramenbizx |Marine offiicer who happened to be in charge 

which Oswald workede 

mnheyinitts vexpertianzivemxyeuthxonzanichexwssxthonzazperoncheng 

of that radar unit in 

Did not Nailey indicate a prejudice against John Donovan? He does quote some 

of Ponovan' testimony but like his prize sources,Davison, “o4{i1an and Posner, not what 

“ published of his testimony bn Qswalé in New Orleans | long before those three books 

£ 
were written. Ve cannot safely assume, to put it the opposite of Nailer's prference, 

? 

[a 
that Mailer did not read or become aware of what Donovan s te§tified to becayse it id 

not only what should be a safe assumption, which diifecrs slightly from wha! Mailer 

likes best, that “ailer is galt aware of all of Donovan's tes imony from which he 

does quote. «And then as he gave the Dallas Morning News! reviewer to understand, he 

worked all those Conmmission volumes over "exhaustivelye" Curd aot 

But, a having no real choice and no expertise of my own in Which I am so un= 

like “ailer, who is eX pert on everythiag) I do use Donovan's testimony as I used it 
    

in 1967 in Oswald in Ney leans, pages 93-4. I also let it run a few words long to 

inelfude a, little of wha’ Had leuflomi teed entirely, the one of the, finy roferences in 

what he read so "“exhaustivexy" to Oswald's, having a high security clearance; 
, ~ 

          

   

  

         

\ —) fap a> 
! . = Z th ve -a given terrain he e had also been schooled on a piece of machinery called a TPX-1, which is used to transfer radio— radar and radio signals over a’ great distance. Radar is very susceptible 

| _.to homing missiles, 
if » antenna several miles away, 

f wf j that kind of stuff you cannot change, 
/ , Mr. Ely: Did Oswald have any kind of clearance? oo Mr. Donovan: He must have had secret clearance to work in the radar center, because that was a minimum requirement for all of us 

(8H297-8), 

And thus it Peems, a Nailer-liled way of puttin: it, 

renee eed . r 

Donovan testified truthfully, Metter-Hpstein /failer seriously 

Capabilitics as a Sey for whichever communust. “his is because 

Ref leyt (Duo Lens box=tyoe camera with its Ezex focus could have 

and this piece of equipment is used to put your radar\ 
te and relay the information back to your site | | 7 which you hope is relatively safe, He had been schooled on this, And . - 

  

that if by any chance 

/ 
underestknated Oswald's 

the only vay that] mperial 

taken any pictures of



J1 

And what a peek this is at what Mailer found so “impenetrable” it is not 

somes it, the official evidence. 

How imaginative it is, too, of Upstein/lailer to understand that for spying 

the camera of preférence is the world's louiest. 

How remarkably suitable it was for pSying when it could take photopgraphs — A 

through solid objects, there being no reason to suspect Uswald was ever in any satellite, Os 

and with its fixed focus could still focusjon those radar antennae-the locfaion of 
but mvt he sty eal 

which was secret from Yswald is not frome bx camera. 

tan Fleming must be rotating with envy tag EVaVCe



—wade>-seed those radar anetnnae with which vswald wortted was fem Brom a satellite. 

What a dandy "#asset" that would have made him for either Communists! 
al 

hatte potoinliailer next goes into that infatuation Oswald is said to have 

, 

had with thet "girl friend who Was not a bar gerd girl @ or prostitute," later 

a 4 
described as of class. 

vw ‘ a . 1, * (euz Coukd it that. she is the one, that nice girl of "class," who gave Oswald the 

cy . ‘ 5 { € 

dose of what fin the m ilitery and elsewer he is commonly referred to as “the clap?" 
\ 

— 

Neiler says it is a "small matter" that Osiiald as taking so many photog}aphs - 

mv_#] ude Tehtue Abe ben Leen - ; 
of so many military objects on that basee *t doesnot seem to be all that small when 

Ue, 
es — 

Of course it is always possible, as ‘ailerfooms to have fee forgotten, that 

+s pe, * t 
people are accused of spying for dping that and are jailed for it, tooe Euth le 

Oswald had to take so many photographs befause so many of them did not come oute 

Quite some time after that, as “ailer himself reports on page 114, Oswald 

could not even get film in his Camera."hich in Shaneyfelt's words was a very "simple" 

ono Vig ear (nr arise ~ eed ving pl pr uce My Loimplit of Ltn Maw 

“9 it would seem safe toassume (no, mailer has no patent on it) that when 

not wees yet leawbed pow to,/load his Hmoerial imperial with film, maybe akt—those 
x |    

/ 
& y WW 
   

Nailer himself should be an é£ acceptable expert for all of those who so 

loved his book and wrote and. spoke ot it go highly. this is what he wrote on page 115: 

A \ 
ee 

a 
N 

People talked about Oswald as if he might be a spy, but Pavel 
remembers Lee Oswald coming to him with a simple Sovietcamera —- CAA A ZO 9 
and he wasn’t able to put film into it. Pavel had to show him how. 
Once, Oswald bought a radio set and tried to insert its batteries, 

but even in trying to do that much, he ripped a few wires loose. To 
take another example, Oswald liked to listen to the Voice of Amer- 
ica, but he didn’t know how to make adjustments for it on his radio 
set so it came in clearer. Pavel, using a penknife, had to play with 
one part and move it a little in order for Lee to be able to listen. 
Pavel assumed that if Oswald were James Bond, he would have 
arrived in the Soviet Union able to take care of such small details. 

  

‘
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However, here as elsewhere about his other prime sources lgiler says that 

Epstein is not always dependable. Yet without Epstein does he have any of ante Dyffont 

case of Oswald as one or another kinds of Communist spy? 

This also



Hailer seems to be unaware of the problems Pavel's first-hand knowledge of 

Uswgld after his “erine career present fox os¥ala being any kind of spye We all know 

they depend on secret radios, réal small ones » Mhere doinee: oth: ting at—all ve with 

themis more dificult and mo not infrequen<ly—more: detioaontos t the real Oswald could 
what warn ify Nadie ond iuid wr ’ pan 4 

“ not) ev Seda “put ba eries is in a nonpminerature? radiof, And ubnwed She he pulled 
what etre old tate nf hung 2 Wires loose? . C -for-a oWwierful sfat t 

Trea oe ange Ok ANSTICA Stet on po Her tir than Comaany? 

As Mailer himself quotes Nee saying, Oswald was not James Bond, as—spies 

  

    

We thenjsee that Nailer can be reasoned and evenhnad evenhanded because he tells 

Oswald's reported anger at the "rims for his spell in the brig £ "we c hardly 

. . " 7 wee 2 bring in a case against him, merely a supicion." 

. \ 
There does seem to be a little wealnes iin Nailer writing\That the Queen Bee amd 

\ 

Similar places were narketplages for the p we and mee ise of pieces of military 
wean Ve / 

informatiog."" Yet hé seF. seems also to say Ey, ostein Fceons" to ave taken that for 

granted." 

Te a? * . . : < s * Ryght on, Meiler! Indeed ng t every American in the military would spy on his 

country for money or for special 0 favorse ih / he 

  

jacd—this serves as a gentle reminded that Efstein/ailer had yet to show at & 

Oswald did have any authentic military -ecrets. (llore about those codes f ollowg) = Jo 

{£ do wonder what Neiler is talkin; about when hezefers to Osi/lad' outfit's 

"radar sbubi. bubbile on Formosa Haier at they were "in," . 

Hach and every one of the Narines ani others we encounter in somnoot Gian 

che Sata Schrand, all those whose testimony Mailer quotes and ¢he & heater number 

he does not quoterefer to the place in which they owrked as the "vane" 

Isn't the "bubble" the ex sphere inside of which the antennae and the works for 

them are? ofa not that require a floor that would intérfere with maniupulating the 
z. hae Aigend 

ante if the men worked ‘inside id. and. 1 what air conditionin>



      

those windowless sr ° 

I was not therS # so I am not ina position tdguestion the Hostetter 

story about Oswald Gn guard duty, armed with an Lf rifle after firing four or five 

shots into the woods when he was detaile to Formosa because he suid he saw enemies 

sneaking around in this woodSe 

When Wasn't @ Formosa friendly territory, the land of an ally? 

and why would Oscald do guard duty with an 4-1 when Schrand, in the same out= 

fit and doing the same guard duty wafoxsed with e shétgun. (Which was always the wSpon I 

teat ve ce usedya mite carlier on two continents in jwllorld War ri.) 

_ and then what guard duty was Oswald pulling f not at his radar installation? 

   

  

Which 3 in the woods and met. 1s sot achse te esaset if—-on an 

air base? 

From all the available informatio those yprcs-1 marines did what is usualy g 

guarded their own installation, what they all referred to Chroir "wan", AO the Ware ee, ~ 

Maybe Epstein/fpstein and Hailer/Mailer did not ask enough questions? 

The last words fr Mailer I quote above do give me a problen. era Sl 

One of Mailer's preperred ways of giving e¥®edib: lity to mas he says or is abot 

to say id that a cones fron "logic." Now without question Nailer has a way with words, 

wi ffiness those 1g “ylitzérs and the popudastte nr TE books. But in my plodding, stodgy 

way I pprbe_peeior prefer the meaning ba the dictionaryf As Miler uses it it 

is often a symonym for preconcpetption, presumption, conjecture and the like. 

jin-these—test: About those last words | quote he does not say they come {rom 

what he Calls “logic.” B,t then they also do not cong fron my understanding of "logic." 

L see not connection of any kind between Oswald being stationed in Southern 

Vslifornia, his going to Cuba or his "becoming one of Castr®'s lieutenants" there. 

Besides whith, as Mailer know better than most of us want to, when Osvald did go 

songyal ere it Vas not to Vuba.
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extra space 

Several problems come with the allegation that Oswald spied for the never identi- 

fied Communist faction when he was in Japane ‘tre gulf ineens indicated wd eleoadt with 

the Vhinese and Soviets become @e real enemies,4n even a novel by a self-respecting 

a peon “ 
(ould have identfied\ the Communist faction for which Oswald alleged y 8) Led. 
   

  

    
novelist 

There is the aidt thon question, would whiwke> whichever of those fact ions 

Oswald allegedly spied for have anything to do with him and vice versa, would he have 

anything to do with it. 

In turn, thid confronts us with still another problem, as it did Wailer, who 

preferred to ignore it even when he edged up to it for different purposes that in the 

traditional meaning of "logic" we cannot avoid #@ as Mailer adap: would the weal Lee 

Hayvey Oswald, not the one Mailer remakes in the image he prefers, hive had anything to 

do with either of those two Communists factions! Neither Epstedn/Epstein nor Mailer, ‘ a 

Mailer not Epstein/lailer face this @ question. 
/ 

In common with the bi, the Commission and all other official bodies Mailer 

gives the impression that Oswald was a Comuunist, especially in his writing quoted from 

abave. In some official versions/what was begun by J. idgar Hoover and 4was adopted by 

the Commission "warxism" is used as a synonym for Communism. Ad an ignored matter of 

political reality that could be rewdid L, if anyone was at all interested in telling the 

Cduild gi 
people the truth J 3       s writings that, for an under= 

educated man as young as he was wes/rather (Fexerextensives In all Lthose more than 800 

pages Mailer does not go into this until he gets into his rethey odd appendix for such 

a bé2k. Even the page numbering of hispaypendix is odd. 

Yilike all the books of which + know Hailer's appe:dix has roman—numbered pages. 

Usually pages so n¥mbered are at a book's beginnimee. The @ odd numbering may or may 

not have been for a special purpose. What is also a bit odd, although it may be only 

coincidence, is that there is not an unintended blank pager in this rather large book of 

so many pagese Yo.ks are put together for eflaufacture in what is known as "signatures," 

abbreviated "sigs." These sigs, as of my last personal Imow ledge, wete @f 32 pages. If



N 

in the last sig in the book when the presses roll all the pages do not have content 

the bool has those pages blank when the manufacture of it is complete. Half-sigs and 

even quarter sigs were not unknown when I was a publisher but they are lesS @ effecient. 

What Mailer has after his texf, with roman numbering of the pages, consists of first his 

appendix, then his glossary of names, then his acknowledgements and after that his sett 

source notadg,plast is his bibliography. +n all of this the one part that could be cut 

to fi11 up all the pages is his appendix. It has two parts plus some text in the first. 

The first part is irrelevant except in hoking up a phony biography of Oswald, 

as Miler does throughout his book, in which the ack alleged diagnosis of Oswald's 2ucdsis 

alleged # dyslexia allegedly has significance. That is so nonsensical that the Commission, 

after getting a medical sounandlexg from a reputable doctor who never laid eyes on Oswald 

Dh 
did not use that report in its Report. Yar feigned criticism of the Commission for not 

payin g attention to what in his need he believed should be heeded, Mailer says of this 

report, which the Commission did publish, that it "buried" in in Volume 26. It was no 

more buried than any other pages in those 26 volumes of appendix. Nailer himself uses 

only legs /than one meee ot it when as the Commission’ pabLs published it it moet oe 12 

pages Sth two ine each page y\2oH 812-1)¢ 

What interests dgilailer and enabley hiss to condesnse it as he does is the mm 

scientific mumbojumbo thatilailer's book itself invalidates, that because of this alleged 

dyslexia, which few people understand bit piailer refers to throughout as though it 

were both real and relevant, in the words of that report,"it anplifies the impression 

from many sources about the nature of Oswald's estrangement from people." There were 

many people with whon OsWake Oswald did not agree, quite a few he did not like, but 

as without addressing this “ailer makes abundantly clear, Osviald @ was not at ali 
\ 

\otrensed iron peoples 

If Oswald did have dyslexia, and it does not apoar in any of his medical records 

or in his “arine's PUES 3 did not interfeere with his functioning except in his 

Writing, parthevlarly his spelling. In actual pfactise, despite his lack of even a high- 

wt 
schoo} education, ne las one of only five of the hundred or so men in his outfit who was



Judged by the Marines to be quajified for the xceptionally importent work,,life and 

death work, international-incte work where a mkstake could lead to wat, deemed 

suitable ¢ ensue & for the greater responsibility thoe five hod, the responsibility that 

required the high security Saoanyfie those fi | d-and is not once menthoned in this 5 3) 

Nailer “pLography" oF in the books of any of hs sources, including official sousseac 

This i formation was likewise not before that dyslexia expert from whem the Pate esa A 
u 

got the report it deemed unwyothy of mention in its Report. That expert made nip anttonnt’ 

on only what the Commission gave him, which was Slected to be prejudicial to bein with. 

After Bus less thd h a page of this (page i) Mailer has a little more than a 

page of the export opinion of the eminent Dr. HormafHai ler. He follows this with his 

selection from a much greater volume of Oswald's writing thak the Commission oublished. 

He gave it this heading, "FROM THE COMIMSSLIN BXHIBITS." This he follows with VOL XVI 

BENGE T4936 9" Page iii), With indicated excisions it continues onto page xiv, the past 

page of the appendix. 

The first three [288° » three entiré pases, of thigfirst vo} ume of the Yommission's 

appendex consists notfoLy of letters between the Oswalds and thoweftussians Mailer pre= 

tends were entirely unknown until, thanks to the grossly misrepresented arrangdinifis 

witht the ‘athe and Schillaer got accest/to theme Not only are most of those Russians 

reflected in this Comniss sion flection of corvespondence, some not mentioned by Mailer 
4 thn 

are dnolfded, eluded 4, for example, is a letter to the Oswalds written less t#khet two 
Golt vadthev 

months prdor to the assassination by that fave1 Goldvachey who said that Oswald could not 

put film in a camera or even put batteries in or tune his radon, ( pages 255-9 ey 

Most of the fkrst 900 pages of this large volume of are of Oswald writings and 

correspondence» Foun, as | say at various places, what ld Nailer got from the KGB 

and those former friends of the Oswald)’ he interviewed in Minsk 4 adds a Lee | slight 

andy unimportant detail to what was already public ,fhostly in thse—these—aimost-906-pages. 

"he one document of all of this rather extenisve writing for so young and so 

underedue.ted a man that Nailer selects from is Exhibit 92.The Commission's descriotion en i 
. . : SIS of it ois "Typed narrative concernuns Russia, by “ec Harvey Oswald." In his selections
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from it Nailer has not a single word of explenation. It is a rather impyrtant document 

in ways Mailer does not indicate andas the? opr intelligence he cliams to be, if 

he hag that expertise he could not have missed the signififance of this one document of 

the agea=gea great number of them the commission published some of which had considerablé 
- Z 

importance the “logic” of which could not have been missed by Mailer. 

“his gets us back to the questions raised above, all relating to what Oswald's 

actual political biiets were,as he himself stated them, not as the Commission, the FBI, 

the Mailers and the others of special interest and preconcpetption do. 

These Oswald writings of such political importance spear inthe Commission's 

Volume AVI before and af { er the one Nailer Sects for acépting, the excgpting just 

happening to coincide with what will make use of every available page in the signature 

of his book Ath an adorg wn flier Lug ou“ pet 7 he dug 

What Mailer ignores, and ignoring it was vital to his having any book at all 

after hispid Schilier's being creamed by the KGB, is Oswald's own and forcefully steted 

statement of his political beliefs. 

What Mailer ércineetes also provides the devinitive answer to the question 

Bpsteie lailer's slectiogh fron Epstein raise, as stated shoves would Oswald have served 

the Soviet Communists as the alleged spy Bystets! Sexton says he as. ‘he answer is a 

very forceful "no!" If Mailer even glanced at this vol ume from which he selects this 

one document the Suet rbenioe of which he fqils to i indicate to his readers while havd U6 

made the pretense that Vswald worked for the CIA, albeit through de “ohreschildt, he knew 

very well what else that volume holds that is an absolutely indespensible part of any end 

genuine biography of Oswald; and for that he had no need of what from their greed he 3! b 

and ¢Schiller expected to get frou the KGB. 

Nairer also did not have to ead all. thge pages to 1: wn the significance of 

what he makes not the slightest ference tos fat vonasnil vas him to @ make up and say the 

cow fo Wa 
exact opposite, exeept—for what others made up ans he use@y like Epstein, Yavison et ale 

Mailer did not have that research to do because in my 1965 book it was all done for himw 

and for all others, Epstein and Davison and Posner included. Except that they all, like 
. 2



Mailer, had preconcpetions that could not survive confrontation with the $ae% truth 

about Oswald's so vigorously expressed political belicts. “pet 

What follows is my use of those pages Mailer ignored although he had to have 

had at least some awareness of them to quote as he does from them. In my early writing 4 ‘ q 
ages 121-3) ‘ eo 

that follow8/I also cited from other(folumes other Oswald dpressions of his politival 

beliefs. In brief, Oswald detested “omnunism in any form and any place: 

= a If those among his acquaintances who told the Commission of Oswald's political beliefs, such as the Faines and George de Moh. ) renschildt, understood correctly, Oswald did not understand Marx. ism. Not a single witness or fact showed him either a Communist or pro-Communist, Every scrap of evidence from his boyhood on proved him consistently anti-Communist, Ruth Paine told FBI Agent Hosty, when he interviewed her in early November, that Oswald de. Scribed himself as a Trotskyite and that she "found this and simi. lar statements illogical and somewhat amusing" (Ri39). De Mohren. schildt, at the time of the assassination occupied with a business relationship with the Haitian government, was apparently the only member of the Fort Worth Russian- speaking community for whom Oswald had any respect (R282), De Mohrenschilat was described by the Commission and some of its informants as provocative, non-conformist, eccentric, and "of the belief that some form of undemocratic govern. ment might be best for other peoples" (R283), He was an agent for French intelligence in the United States during World War II, The Commission's investigation developed no sign of subversive or dis. loyal conduct" on the part of the De Mohrenschildts (R383), as Oswald is not known to have ever had any kind of a personal A Zl Contact with any party or any official of any part of the left, QM except by correspondence, and then of his initiative and of no clear Significance, The total absence of such contacts, in person or otherwise, is in itself persuasive evidence that, as a matter of real fact rather than conjecture, he had no political affiliation, he searches of the Commission appear thorough and the facilities and resources of the investigative agencies are extensive, As a lé-year-old, Oswald wrote the Young People's Socialist League asking information (R681), This is an old and well known youth group whose anti-Communism has been almost religious in its fervor, 
Thereafter he wrote the Socialist Workers! Party, seeking literature, including the writings of Leon Trotsky. The Commission prints lh pages of this corre spondence (19567-6805. Again, this is an anti-Communist party and Trotsky is perhaps the best known of the former Russian Communists who fought the Soviet regime. Some of Oswald's correspondence with this group ané@ all of his correspon. dence with the Communist Farty (208257- 75) and the Fair Flay for Cuba Committee (20H511-33) male sense only when the possibility of Oswald's being somebody's agent is considered, 
The Report finds "Oswald had dealings" with these groups (R287). He did, in the same sense that one who writes the White House and gets a reply has "dealings" with the President, 
Referring to the Communist Party U.S.A. alone, the Report states, "in September 1963, Oswald inquired how he might contact the party when he relocated in the Baltimore-wWashington area, as he said he planned to do in October, and Arnold Johnson suggested ina letter of September 19 that he 'get in touch with us here (New Yori) 

and we will find some way of getting in touch with you in that city (Baltimore)'" (R288), 
The Report is correct but incomplete, for on the same date Os. wald made the same request of the Socialist Workers! Party (19H577) The Report's authors considered it expedient to ignore the letter to the SWP, The reason for this omission and the reason for simi- 

Groups are worthy of consideration. In onitting all reference to the SWP, the Report gives the false impression of a non-existing affiliation with the Communist Party, else why should Oswald want to get in touch with the Baltimore-Washington branch? There is no ; evidence he planned such a move. He planned to go to Mexico and | he went there, But why should Yswald have wanted to be in touch with both parties, antagonistic as they are, especially because of his own clear antipathy toward the Communist Party? One of the ob-
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vious reasons is that he was trying to penetrate them as some kind 
of agent. He could not have found-political sympathy in or from Ask 
both, It is this possibility that completely escaped the considera- © @V~ ~~ 
tion of the authors of the Report and it is the most obvious con- 
sideration, Especially when thought of in the light of Oswald's 
relations with Cuban refugee groups, detailed elsewhere in this 
book, could this line of reasoning have led to a meaningful analy- 

sis and conclusion. 
There was "no plausible evidence that Lee Harvey Oswald had 

any other significant contacts" with any of these groups, the Report 
concludes, evaluating the Oswald-initiated correspondence and re- 

quests for literature as "significant". 
But Oswald's real attitude toward the Communist Party and the 

Soviet Union were well known to the Commission, 4e made no secret 
of them, and the Russian-speaking community in Fort Worth reported 
his dislike. Oswald himself was well recorded in letters, drafts 
of speeches and notes and, in fact, in public speeches. A number 
of such documents appear in Volume 16. They are part of the Com- 
mission's record, 

Toward the end of their stay in New Orleans, the Oswalds went 
to Battles Wharf, Alabama, to participate in a seminar, He unbur- 
dened himself of his anti-Soviet feelings, Marina got a thank-you 
note from Robert J, Fitzpatrick, of the Society of Jesus, in which 
she was asked to convey ‘thanks to your husband, too, for his good 
report to our seminar. Perhaps we do not agree with him regarding 

some of his conclusions but we all respect him for his idealism ... 

(16H2h3). 
Oswald's hatred of the Communist Party and the Soviet Union 

exude from 150 consecutive pages of his notes in the same volume, 
as well as from other exhibits (16H283-l)3)). For example, in Ex. 
hibit 97 (pp.\22-3) he raged, "The Communist Party of the United 
States has betrayed itself! It has turned itself into the tra- 
ditional lever of a foreign power to overthrow the government of 
the United States, not in the name of freedom or high ideals, but 
in servile conformity to the wishes of the Soviet Union ... (the 
leaders) have shown themselves to be willing, gullible messengers 
of the ‘remlin's Internationalist propaganda ... The Soviets have 
committed crimes unsurpassed .,. imprisonment of their own peoples 
.». mass extermination ... individual suppression and regimentatim 
+e. deportations ... the murder of history, the prostitution of art 
and culture. The communist movement in the U.S., personalized by 
the Communist Party, U.S.A., has turned itself into a 'valuable 
gold coin! of the Kremlin, It has failed to denounce any actions 
of the Soviet Government when similar actions of the U.S. Govern- 

ment bring pious protest." (Spelling improved, } 
The Report quotes some of this as well as... I hate the U.S.S.R. 

and Socialist system ..." (R399). ‘i 
He also described himself as one with many personal reasons to 

know and therefore hate and mistrust Communism ..." (16H\l2). 

Even his oft-mentioned notes on Russia, widely discussed but end 314 
unauoted in the press, are a narrative full of the kind of informa. 

tion intelligence agencies, including our own, seek about other 
countries, especially the Soviet Union. It includes such items as 
the location of an airport, the layout of a city, and all sorts of 
intimate details of the electronics factory in which he worked, in- 
cluding what it produced, its rate of production, the number of 
amp Loyees engaged in various pursuits and other such non-travelogue 
ata. 

It is abundantly clear that the Report distorts and misrepre- 
sents the Commission's information on Oswald's politics, It both 
says and impliesthe opposite of the truth. It pretends a man whose 
hatred of the Soviet Union boiled in his guts was a protagonist of 
that political system and perpetuates a lie foisted off on an inno. 
cent public by the police. In such a Report, by such a Commission, 
dealing with such a tragedy, this is unpardonable. Can there be 
any reason for this except a desire to "fool the public"? How many 
more people, here and abroad, were willing to accept what might 
have otherwise been unacceptable conclusions, how many were less 
critical than they might have been of the Commission, because of 
this pretense that Oswald had a "commitment to Communism", that he 
somehow was an agent of a hated political force? The Report con- 
cludes that he was serving no foreign government and that he was 
the agent of none (R21-2). But the Report repeats the false repre- 
sentation of Vswald's politics. The Commission instead should have 

inquired into who created and broadcast this deception and with 
what motives, As a result, the Commission's own motives are suspect.



For a young man with as little forma: education as Oswald had some of this 
- 

igs el ({guent. Some, like that "valuable gold coin" in quotation marks in his writing 

may have its originis 3 thing he r@ade 

this, of course, spesks for iself. tt gen requires no author's interpre tion 
Wid ddl 

of its pelitical neaning, anc—hew—whterly opposite + 

  

of all official and 

“pstein, Nailer and similar unofficial retreads of the official representation of 

what Osvald's politi€al beliefs actually were. 

It requires no Weharacterization of the contrary reflections of what Oswald's 

actual political beliefs were, without which neither Mailer not Epstein Nor Davison nor 
a 

Posner would havé @ had their books and their tickets to @ fame and fortune represen= 

ted by their books. eves Oe 

Other than this reflection of Oswald'sieal political beliefs this except fron 

the very first book on the Warven ‘sen Commission and the assassin&tion gives the meaning 

| +y Ww 
that Mailer does not give gene one documents he quot les fever those 900 pages that are of 

Oswald Vriting and correspondence. It was my professional opinion, an I was in intelli- 

gence, thatwhat Oswald wrote is "a hava narrative full of the kind of information 

intelligence agencies, including our own, seek about other countries, especialiy the 

Soviet Ungon A" 

This, it happens, is also the CIa's opinion of it accovrding to some of its 

ye documents nleased kat ter the «992 Act requiring such disclosures was passed.It did 

analyze and comment on this document=d exactly as 30 years earlier I did. 

llere, without the haze harlotry of ghosting, we have the real Lee Hoeven 

Oswald. Although this reflection Soca records to which iailer nad \Scess, that he 

said he went over "exhaustively", requires no additional comnent, ‘de use that other 

word Mailer likes so much, the "logic" of it does raise either or both K. tsvo questions 

about his about his honest fyhis competence ofPbothe 

‘nvpityaly toils @iogic @ vaises another questiom, why did he, with all of this 

freely available to him and knowm to him, 4d He ghost an unreal, a £Yhse Oswald? The 

most obvious answer is to save shebchi lor diai ler invenment, which has to have run into 

a large sum, and to save Mailer's reputation.
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rconlthe spin ta bat / jerked 
As I write this, teas eno aft Mailer af in fact 

Uy i th hl 

Schiller paid the KGB.off for their access @ it and to its records tor trimtohave 

  

Without any respone. there 

  

is an Yhequate answer in what was public. It comofirms my beginning belief, tiat the 
— 

comuercializer of their joint adventures, Schiller, as is his wont did buy w from 

the KGB what taey fully expected, from the depths and profundity of their ignorance, 

.. , asecl would be sensational secrets. Only they got nothing of any real value. EXN= 

Thdre is no real value in knowing what trolley car Oswald took to go where, 

what he bought, which entertainment appaaled to him and other nundangde tails of his 

inndene life in Minske Nor is there anything at all unusial unusual in what the in 

decent KG3 bugging of even the Oswald bedroom disclosed. Younes couples always have 

seraps . and 340 

    
t\do make 1 dve. § So, as Mailer récogni. zed his Oswald i k was a fiasco. 

bn seat fab vd. Meh get 
Chis Ais iolune tuo RES yw 1 we a was was another fiascg,e<pt Lo¥ she OLE ney 

attention ro tat ag the uninformed ‘aa those of preconception and prejudice save 
4 Ww a oO 

itt helped along by the Random House enpite's lavishty and its skill in 

public relations and. Tay advertising. 

There is an agequate an answer, unless and until4epe Schiller—Mailer decide 

on aberrational hones tyland tell th. full story. But piece by piece they did tell part 

of the truth. 

Sichiller and Nailer\ére both on Larry “ing Live, on CNN, on April 27, 1995. 

Harlier in his USA Today columns Hing had plugged the book as a coming sensations 

King called that segment,’ Inside the Mind of Lee Harvey Oswald." 

Mailer, if should be renenibred, has been preferring to how they got to see all 

that GB stuff that turned cut to be junk by saying that they had been "invited" by the 

KGB, Schiller said that he had "started" on this @ in Moscow in Ailovenber of 1991, 

when the government was . just coming apart." Withg Belarus establashing itself as a 

separate country with a separate @ governuien'{Schi lier "had to gtart all oger again." 

Without going into any details and without King asking for them Schiller concluded by 

Saying, “4nd eventualiy, I asked Norman if he would consider writing a book if the infor- a hy,



mation was obtainable for hin." 
"Ee Uw 

— — . ns G 
Later in the soow Schiller bragged a little: Ce 

"...the interestin:, thing is, while we were there, the FBI sent the American 

anbassador ti try to get the files at the same time we did. And they were rejected, the 

Amerifan government, but; we were note" 

The "we" here refers to Schiller alone. Hi not yet offered to cut “ailer in 

on ite 

it is not easy to imag ne that the KBG dealt with Schiller in preference to 

the American government without what it could not get from the government, what it 

regarded 3s at least an é-edq adequate amount of mesy money from Sd a4Schillere 

ind @f acerding to Alan Cheusel(right) in his review of iailorf 's book in the 

May 7 Dallas Mornings News, that is. whaz happened: 

seein the early 1990s Ie. Schiller went to work again, travelling to Russia 

and buying -he #teh rig fs to, among other things, the KGB files on Urs. Oswaldeee" 

Checkbook "journalism" again and again Mailer in effect the hired hand, the 

hired pen. { U, 
: toy conned thavedire,,. Wet Moet hee Keb 

t “o, as was obvious from the very first, what were they going to do when the 

Ad WX thee 
HEB (Conse them .0r,;—pewhsa,s fh their greed, Schiller's in particular, they omhe-s 

connda shonestivend helieveing from their prejudice and ignorance that the KGB word. 

f 
Jesse real and exciting secrets when it had none{ ° 

L Lt —- 
ALL pene travels as he uheled and eel dealed and then had to do that all 

éver again, those trips, that time, that effort whether oY not her there wag some pre= 
cated baal ong) Th 

liminary palmpeVéssing, plus thé] half year they and their staff spent in Russiand and 

in Minsk, ran into atpigx the least a small fortune. Add to that whatever Schiller paid 

the KGB, and with the United States government wanting those zecords the asking price 

vA 
had every reason to go even higher, and there was quite a bit to Soe just to prevent 

. \ a: 

a real and a significant Loss.3? adn wud dehil hy eC A Ww 

Then there was Mailet's king-size ego for him to live with. Ae could not 3 zs 
“W 

acino}edge failure, not super he-man that he is.



In and @f-ttiself_this sityation does not as answer the question, was 

the utterly onest and Gap inconpe tent 

    

    

———— 

is incompetence and ignorance, or from kw all he 

er ignorance and «his incompetence in ha ddling 

and ling ul oe w-so-tt tittic about and was not in a position to wth both 

LP idin bid Koen 44 Die? in Gatcald wn Ae foo hap 1 

Not and—have-Bayy anything he could foist off as a meaningful book. 
[helitoe the denned by ha oe whan Ae 
3 -our_opinies—is thet faced WEE this disaster he decided to do Whatever Was 

  

  

required to salvage what he could of it and hope thereby to retrieve more than he and 

vehiiler already had invested in ite 

He began with subject-matter ignorance he had preserved for\ecadd when he 

could have been learning the established fact of the assassination if he had ever had a 
u 

Ua 
interest xt in it\as he never did. IgMorant as he was he could not handle what was 

available to lin cither competently or honestlye 

It is as simp}e as that. 
224 

Eyom the “Toth ge of ite e wc


